
Speaking of the horse’s mouth let’s get right to it, self-described ‘philanthropist’ David 
Rockefeller in his “Memoirs”.   This “conspiracy theorist” quotes the great Davie directly 
and then adds commentary and questions.  Basically, if it comes down to it most of the 
sedated population in the “imbecile majority” will side with Davie I’m sure but screw it.  
Somebody has to call this guy out for the treasonous s*b that he is why not this 
“conspiracy theorist”?  This will only cover a small portion of this guy’s exercise in self 
love but enough to get the point across.  The 1984 link on the new age page delineates 
this situation very specifically but I just wanted to get Davie in his own words.  Without 
any further adieu let’s get right to it. 
 In the first section “Grandfather” Davie discusses one of the two main gang 
banker robber barons of the nineteenth century, John D. (the other being the original JP 
Morgan).   Of course other members of the gang banker cartel of the nineteenth century 
included the Harrimans (railroad interests) and Carnegies (steel interests):   
 

Some have said that Grandfather and Father, along with Andrew Carnegie, 
invented modern philanthropy…What the two of them did was emphasize the 
need to move charitable activities away from treating the symptoms of social 
problems toward understanding and then eliminating the underlying causes.  This 
led them both to embrace a scientific approach and to support the work of experts 
in many fields.   

Grandfather’s first major philanthropic project was the creation of the 
University of Chicago in the 1890s…One of the first initiatives he undertook was 
the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research. 

The General Education Board, Grandfather’s next major initiative, grew 
out of his desire to create a public education system in the south that would 
benefit blacks as well as whites…The GEB worked closely with local and state 
governments…it is one of the first and most successful examples of public-private 
cooperation that our family has always promoted.  (1) 

 
I haven’t even gotten out of section 1 and this guy is already piling it on thicker than a 
London fog.  Let’s start with the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.  Talk 
about Orwellian doublespeak; if it has to do with getting “The Late Great USA” involved 
in a war Andrew Carnegie was all for it (and the same goes for his a-hem International 
Peace Foundation).  Woodrow Wilson (quoted on the introduction page to this web site) 
discussed a group so powerful behind the scenes that people “…shouldn’t speak above 
their breath when speaking in condemnation of it”.  He was a veritable gang banker 
dream come true: a “Progressive” (fancy name for socialist), signatory of the treasonous 
and illegal “Federal” “Reserve” bank of economic demise AND he promised the 
“imbecile majority” non-involvement in World War I.   This was right before he was 
elected which in turn was right before he sent a floating ammunition dump known as the 
Lisutania into the hot war waters of the English Channel.  This happened AFTER the 
Germans specifically warned such an act would be treated as an act of war.  As you may 
recall the sinking of the Lisutania was the impetus for US involvement in the “Great” 
War.  (“Great” War…”Great” Society….”Great” Seal…”Great Depression” see Section 
3w of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” for the real meaning of the word “Great”).   And 
of course Woodrow Wilson, a relative unknown became friendly with one Andrew 



Carnegie according to “conspiracy theorist” Gerald Griffin in his excellent book on how 
“the FED” really works entitled “The Creature From Jekyll Island”: 
 
WILSON AND WALL STREET 
 

Woodrow Wilson was yet another academic who was brought into the national 
spotlight as a result of his views on banking…Wilson’s name had been put in to 
the nomination for President at the Democratic National Convention due largely 
to the influence of Col. Edward Mandell House…prior to that he was relatively 
unknown…He was particularly close with Andrew Carnegie and had become a 
trustee of the Carnegie Foundation.   
 
Two of the most generous donors were Cleveland H.Dodge and Cyrus 
McCormick, directors of Rockefeller’s National City Bank…Both men had been 
Wilson’s classmates at Princeton.  When Wilson returned to Princeton as a 
professor in 1890, Dodge and McCormick were, by reason of their wealth, 
University Trustees and they took it upon themselves to advance his (Wilson’s) 
career.  (2) 

 
Just a few quick tid bids.  As thoroughly documented in Section 2b of “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” so-called Colonel House (he was non-military) was Wilson’s “advisor”, a 
sort of early twentieth century Zbigniew Brzezinski as he “advises” Barak Obama.  He 
was a “Progressive” which is a fancy name for ultra-liberal/socialist that instituted all 
kinds of illegal laws and heavy handed government incarcerations as thoroughly 
discussed in “Liberal Facism” by “conspiracy theorist” Jonah Goldberg.  And Hillary 
Clinton by her own foray into Orwellian governmentspeak “prefers” to call herself 
“Progressive” since the word “liberal” has all kinds of negative connotations.  And last 
but not least Carnegie Steel Corporation profited tremendously from the “Great” War that 
immediately served as an impetus for another Rockefeller funded fella by the name of 
Adolf Hitler.  But let’s not get ahead of ourselves.   
 
The University of Chicago is a major source of economic “experts” that have been 
touting for years the workings, complexities and wonders of the “nation’s bank” the 
ubiquitous “Federal” “Reserve”.  Look my friends as thoroughly documented in Section 
2b of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” in a word it’s a scam.   By the way the University 
of Chicago was one of the stops after Columbia University and Harvard excuse me 
HAAARverd of our new “Messiah”, Communist in Chief Barak Obama.   
 
And just what are the Rockefellers and their minions interested in studying with their 
Foundations? Genocide mostly. Aaaah omigosh you can’t say that. In “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” Section 2e I documented what blatant scams fake global warming and the 
long forgotten ozone hole are.  As documented thoroughly in the Appendix of the book 
it’s safe to say the fake solution to the fake global warming (climate change?) scam is 
fake corn based ethanol that is having a real genocidal effect on the “imbecile majority” 
overseas.  As documented thoroughly on this web site (for instance start with the 
Rockefeller founded UN-dead) Rockefeller interests are all over any thing having to do 



with genocide starting with the eco wackos.  Just in case you don’t take my word for it 
here are a couple more quotes from completely independent sources: 
 
The “conspiracy theorists” at infowars.com: 
 

Beyond Golden Rice: The Rockefeller Foundation’s long-term agenda 
behind Genetically Modified Food (infowars.com, 4/28/09) 
 

So what is it all about, this elaborate program of ‘magical rice’ and 
‘magical wheat’, spanning many decades in slow but strategic progression? And 
why is ‘global warming’ being mixed in the equation? In the 1968 annual 
Foundation report the real reason for this determined labour comes to light:  

 
‘Major organisations such as the Population Council and the National and 
International Planned Parenthood Federations have been supported (red: 
by the Foundation) in a variety of ways. These and other existing 
organisations, as well as others that may come into being, represent 
exceedingly important instrumentalities for the extension of family 
planning information and contraceptive methods.’  

 
In bone chilling language, the aims and future steps of the Foundation is being 
outlined (page 54):  

 
‘It will explore potentialities of training programs, seminars, public 
forums, symposia, and other devices for conveying information about the 
impact of population growth on economic and social development to 
government officials from ministries of health, planning commissions, and 
other appropriate agencies, in the interest of motivating greater action on 
population policy and population control programs.‘  
 

As we know, the call for more family planning in the name of the environment 
has been increasingly promoted by the Malthusian minded elite. It is clear that 
one of the ‘other devices’ the report mentions, has been found and thoroughly 
exploited: the great myth of Anthropogenic Global Warming was created and 
covered with the subtle sauce of science to give the whole thing an air of 
credibility. And the eugenics agenda continues.  

 
Margret Sanger was a lovely American woman who was at the forefront of American 
eugenics, ever the inspiration to one Adolf Hitler: 
 

Sanger’s personal life was marked by tumult and immorality.  The views 
underlying her formation of the American Birth Control League (renamed 
Planned Parenthood after World War II) were racist and White supremacist.  Her 
personal friend and advisor Ernst Rudin, Adolph Hitler’s director of genetic 
sterilization, was deeply involved in the American Birth Control League.  And she 
hated all religion, Christianity in particular. (3) 



 
Although not the focus of this book one wild guess where Maggie got much of her 
support… 
 

Immediately, Margaret committed herself to using her new wealth to 
further the cause.  She opened a new clinic – this time calling it a Research 
Bureau to avoid legal tangles…She campaigned diligently to win over the 
medical community.  She secured massive foundation grants from the 
Rockefellers, the Fords and the Mellons…With her almost unlimited financial 
resources, she was able to open doors and pull strings that had heretofore had 
been entirely inaccessible to her. 
 

Because of her Malthusian and Eugenic connections, she had willingly 
become closely associated with the scientists and theorists who put together Nazi 
Germany’s “race purification” program. (4) 

 
And just to be sure here’s one more source… 
 

In “War Against the Weak”, award winning investigative journalist Edwin Black 
connects the crimes of the Nazis to a pseudoscientific American movement of the 
early twentieth century called eugenics.  Based on selective breeding of human 
beings, eugenics began in laboratories on Long Island but ended in the 
concentration camps of Nazi Germany. (5) 

 
Rockefeller money continued to stream across the Atlantic…Fischer was 

being replaced at the Society for Racial Hygiene…but in 1933 Nazis overran the 
society…He was replaced by (Ernst) Rudin  

For Rockefeller, it was just eugenics.  But for Hitler, science and 
technology were magical weapons to wield against the Jews and all other non-
Aryan undesirables.  (6) 

 
Rockefeller fingerprints are all over the AIDS virus as documented in yet another several 
hundred page expose entitled “AIDS: The Crime Beyond Belief”.  And of course the 
AIDS virus was discussed in the 3/9/09 version of relevant news stories.  It has never 
been found in any Green Monkey as we were told; however the UN-dead’s WHO just so 
happened to administer a smallpox vaccine that correlated exactly with the AIDS 
outbreak in sub-Sahara Africa according to a report in The Times of London in the late 
eighties.  And of course we have Rockefeller lackeys Hank Kissinger and Ziggy 
Brzezinski ‘advising’ Born Alive Infanticidal Comrade Barak.    
 
In a nutshell, no pun intended, if it has to with genocide the name Rockefeller seems to 
always creep in, no pun intended.   
 
And finally we’re left with this “General Education Board”.  This disgrace that serves as 
the source of the re-education system (now the ultra liberal National ahem Education 
Association or NEA) is thoroughly discussed in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and the 



1984 link on the new age page where it was a major target of the great Senator Joe 
McCarthy.  But let’s put our friends Rockefeller and Carnegie in pictures.  Hagel was a 
German philosopher who believed that all sides of the political spectrum should 
ultimately serve the state.  This fake “left” and fake “right” paradigm was thoroughly 
discussed in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and the finale on the relevant news stories 
page.  Today in the “Late Great USA” this philosophy has manifested itself in the fake 
“Republicans” who spend like drunken sailors supported by Rush Limbaugh and the 
shills at FOX sNEWS on the ‘right’. And the “Progressive” democrats who are 
progressive for the restive of us and spend like drunken sailors supported by the morons 
on General Electric controlled NBC on the left.   Essentially “both” sides of “our” 
political system “borrow” from the sham Rockefeller/Morgan/et. et al founded “Federal” 
“Reserve” bank.  Of course all the “experts” on FOX Business snews and the clowns on 
CircusNBC argue about all kinds of stuff except the blatant illegality of “The Fed”.  
That’s all “conspiracy theory” according to the brainwashed re-educated Harvard umm 
HAAARverd Business School stooges and the rest of the clowns on C(ircus)NBC.  
Here’s an excellent summary of this whole situation illustrated by “conspiracy theorist” 
Anthony Sutton: 

 
(From: “America’s Secret Establishment: An Introduction to the Order of Skull and 
Bones” by Anthony Sutton, p. 84) 



By the way, “The Order” is the Order of Skull and Bones discussed at length on the 
bottom of the new age page (see 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos).  
There it’s tied directly into the genocidal radical environmental movement.  And now 
both “The Order”  with support by the brainwashed stooges coming out of the sham 
Rockefeller/Carnegie Orwellian one world Progressive America sucks re-education 
centers or Ivy League/University of Chicago for short AND the radical environmental 
movement (centered at the Rockefeller founded UN-dead) both tie to…the Rockefeller 
family.  And if you stick around long enough to the anti-Christ himself (see relevant 
links on the Mystery, Babylon USA page). 
 
With that happy thought let’s move on.   
 
Here’s Davie’s take on the scam “Federal” “Reserve” in a section entitled “Mother and 
Father”: 
 

Her father (Republican Senator/sell out author of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 
Nelson Aldrich) played a key role in setting high tarriffs and creating a more 
flexible currency and a more stable banking system through the formation of the 
Federal Reserve System (7) 

 
I don’t even know where to begin.  Again, the scam “Federal” “Reserve” is thoroughly 
discussed in Section 2b of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.   Suffice it to say that the 
national debt CAN NEVER BE PAID OFF for the simple reason that the source of the 
Government’s (the ones supposedly representing us out here in the “imbecile majority”) 
money is the same entity we are indebted to!!!  And “Federal” and “Reserve” are in 
quotes because NEITHER is factually true.  In a nutshell, no pun intended, we are left 
with only two conclusions:  Davie, heir to the greatest wealth and industry in American 
history with his PhD from the University of Chicago is A. really DUMB or B. blatantly 
LYING.   
 
Let’s not slow down now.  In Section 2a of  “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I 
documented how American business interests were fueling the industrial machine of 
Communist Soviet Russia during the sixties and seventies.  And the Russians were 
turning right around and feeding the armies of North Vietnam.  Who were of course 
mowing down the American military that were in Vietnam to ostensibly 
fight…Communism.  Let’s get Davie’s take on this less than repugnant situation before 
asking some obvious questions: 
 
    Trading with the “Enemy” 
 

Even before the Dartmouth group began to play a role in Soviet-American 
relations, I had become one of a small group of American businessmen who 
advocated increasing trade with the Soviet Union and her Eastern European 
satellites.  From a purely ecnonomic viewpoint, the United States did not need 
Soviet trade.  Its usefulness to us lay in its “political implications” as Khruschev 
noted during our meeting.   



I made my first public comment on the issue of East-West trade in San 
Francisco in September 1964, shortly I had met with Khruschev.  (8) 

 
This is just a sampling of Davie’s lovefest with our alleged “enemy”, the Communist 
Soviet Union.  For starters one must ask what the hell is this guy, a private citizen, doing 
traveling the world and negotiating with foreign countries especially our sworn enemies?  
This is blatantly illegal according to the Logan Act.  But of course laws (and income 
taxes) only apply to the little people in Davie’s already existing “Late Great USA” 
American gulag.  Another question one must ask is just what did we accomplish in 
‘fighting’ in Vietnam?  Something doesn’t make sense here.  Davie is over in some kind 
of business/love fest with the Communist Ruskies yet Communism is such a danger to 
the world we have to sacrifice tens of thousands of lives not to mention hundreds of 
thousands of wounded vets who get to come home and “enjoy” “free” government health 
ahem care via the under funded Veterans’ Administration while Davie and his gang 
banker friends make off with literally billions in interest paid to “the FED” – thanks to 
borrowing from the “Fed” for the war in the first place.  Sounds good to me; let’s 
continue with this “conspiracy theory”. 
 
By the way, didn’t former President Eisonhower have something to say about the dangers 
of the “military-industrial complex” as he left office?  What a kook. 
 
Speaking of aiding and abetting America’s enemies foreign and domestic or TREASON 
for short I believe Adolf Hitler would have qualified as an enemy yet IG Farben was THE 
industrial backbone of Hitler’s Germany. It was an offshoot of the Rockefeller owned 
Standard Oil of New Jersey and was responsible for a large portion of Nazi Germany’s 
war machine.  This is real history my friends: No Standard Oil no IG Farben.  No IG 
Farben no Nazi war machine.  Of course asking too many questions on this odd situation 
makes one a “conspiracy theorist” so let’s move along.   Of course millions of lives were 
lost at the hands of Adolf Hitler which may not be so bad since the eco lunatics at the 
Rockefeller founded UN-dead (and the Georgia Guidestones see link on the new age 
page) are saying there are way too many in the “imbecile majority” for “Mother Earth” to 
handle anyway… 
 
In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and in fact this web site there are three groups with 
Rockefeller hands all over them:  the Bilderberg Group, Trilateral Commission and 
Council on Foreign Relations.  In a nutshell all three are veritable spider webs of criminal 
banksta elites and TREASONOUS enemies of the United States, the real one.  For 
specifics see Sections 2c, 2i and 2k.in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”, the Between 2 
Ages link on this page and the Bilderberg link on the relevant links to the Mystery 
Babylon, USA page.  In addition there is more information on the relevant news stories 
page especially the finale.   
 
But let’s get Davie’s take on someone like yours truly in relation to these entities: 
 
The Council on Foreign Relations 
 



It was my parents who first impressed on me the importance of the world beyond 
the United States.  Father was a staunch supporter of the League of Nations, an 
active participant in the worldwide ecumenical movement, and through the 
Rockefeller Foundation and other family foundations, one of the principal 
founders of health, education and cultural endeavors around the world. (9) 

 
Let’s run through each very quickly.  In Section 2 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” 
and the finale of the relevant news stories the CFR is documented as the American arm 
of the English globalists known over there as The Round Table Groups.  The League of 
Nations was basically the UN-dead globalist One Worlders attempt number one to get a 
world wide governing body that was shot down by loud protests from the “imbecile 
majority”.  Of course in 1948 these TREASONOUS Rockefellers gave us the collection 
of dictators, thugs, criminals, eco wackos, earth spirit weirdoes, devil worshippers, 
United States and Israel bashers and one worlders known as the UN-dead.  The 
“worldwide ecumenical movement” has to refer to the Communist Party USA founded 
World Council of Churches and its baby sibling, the National Council of Churches.  The 
Communist Party USA is tied directly to the other half of the gang banker cartel, JP 
Morgan, by “conspiracy theorist” Anthony Sutton.  And finally those “founders of 
health” at the Rockefeller Foundation “and other family foundations” are in reality 
merchants of death on a genocidal scale as previously discussed.   
 
Bilderberg 
 

If the Council on Foreign Relations raises the hackles of conspiracy theorists, the 
Bilderberg Group must induce apocalyptic visions of international bankers 
plotting with unscrupulous government officials to impose cunning schemes on an 
ignorant and unsuspecting world.  
 
Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands convened the first conference in 1954…(10) 

 
Actually Davie does an excellent job in summarizing this thing albeit in his own little 
sarcastic tone.  The only criticism I would have is that he needs to include academic 
leaders and media CEOs along with “international bankers with unscrupulous 
government officials”.  This group is discussed thoroughly in Section 2k of “The 
THEorY of LIVEvolution” and Bilderberg on the related links page to Mystery, Babylon 
USA.  Of course if it’s so great why not announce the meetings?  Why have the place 
locked down with such tight security? And Davie ‘forgets’ to mention that Prince 
Bernhard besides being heir to the Shell Oil fortune in Europe was also a high ranking 
member of Hitler’s SS; probably not a good thing to be associated with today much less 
1954.  
 
The Trilateral Commission 
 

No organization with which I have played a founding role has attracted as much 
public scrutiny and attention as the Trilateral Commission.  Pat Robertson has 



insisted that Trilateral is trying to create a world government and claims that it 
“springs from the depths of something evil”.   

 
Trilateral, like Bilderberg, is a much more benign organization than the 
conspiracy theorists have depicted.  It is a broadly based effort to bridge national 
differences and, in this case, invite the Japanese into the international community.  
 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, then teaching at Columbia University, was a Bilderberg 
guest that year, and we spoke about my idea on the flight to Belgium for a 
meeting.  (11)  

 
Luckily this is the last of these Rockefeller founded and/or associated groups; I’m getting 
ready to vomit.  Trilateral was covered in Section 2k of  “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” 
and I don’t even know where to begin.  One of its major goals is the unionization of 
Canada, Mexico and the United States as documented thoroughly in a book entitled “The 
Late Great USA” by “conspiracy theorist” Jerome Corsi of “Swiftboat Veterans for 
Truth” fame.  Skull and Boner Georgie Bush the II was extremely active here formulating 
something called the “Security and Prosperity Partnership” (SPP) that you probably never 
heard of in 2005.  And in 2007 the “imbecile majority” in the great state of Texas got this 
whole thing delayed when they managed to get something called the “Trans-Texas 
Corridor” more commonly known as the NAFTA superhighway squashed.  Of course 
you probably aren’t aware of any of this as the “expert panel” on FOX sNEWS or the 
“liberals” on CommunistNN find it more important to give us American Idol results and 
Brad Pitt’s dating plans.  But let’s get some excerpts by “conspiracy theorist” Gerald 
Griffin: 
 

The TLC was created by David Rockefeller…The objective was to draw the 
United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan and the European Union into political and 
economic union.   Under slogans such as free trade and environmental protection, 
each nation is to surrender its sovereignty “piece by piece”… 

 
In 1992, the Trilateral Commission released a report co-authored by Toyoo 
Gyohten…formerly Japan’s Minister of Finance for International Affairs…(he) 
taught at Harvard Business School…also had been in charge of the Japan desk of 
the International Monetary Fund.  In short he represents the Japanese monetary 
interests in the New World Order. … Gyohten explains: 

 
Regional trade arrangements should not be regarded as ends in 
themselves, but as supplements to global liberalization…In sum, the 
regional integration process in Europe can be seen as akin to an exercise in 
nation-building. 
  

Applying this same perspective to the NAFTA treaty, former Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger (CFR) said “it is not a conventional trade agreement but the 
architecture of a new international system…the vital first step for a community of 
nations. (12) 



 
All this “conspiracy theory” is definitively corroborated on the Between Two Ages link 
on this page and the finale on the relevant news stories page not to mention Section 2 of 
“The THEorY of LIVEvolution”. 
 
And finally here’s Davie in his own words as I seek to end this exercise in self love by 
Davie: 
 
Populist Paranoia 
 

For more than a century ideological extremists at either end of the political 
spectrum have seized upon well-publicized incidents such as my encounter with 
Castro to attack the Rockefeller family for the inordinate influence they claim we 
wield over American political and economic institutions.  Some even believe we 
are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of the United States, 
characterizing my family and me as “internationalists” and conspiring with others 
around the world to build a more integrated global political and economic 
structure – one world, if you will.  If that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I am 
proud of it.  (13) 
 

Actually once again in his own little sarcastic tone Davie does an excellent job in 
summarizing himself and his treasonous family and friends. 
 
As I keep stating: If it involves the demise of the Godly founded United States of 
America and/or genocide the Rockefeller name isn’t far to be found.  (Start with the 1984 
link on the new age page and go from there).  Or just think about the merchants of death 
at the aforementioned Rockefeller Foundation. And don’t forget the General Education 
Board that is essentially Orwell’s Ministry of Education “Late Great USA” style as it 
turns out thousands of re-educated zombie lap dog “Progressive” stooges to spread the 
good news about Davie and his lap dog Obama and their impending Godless humanistic 
American/New World Order slave state or “Great” Society for short.   
 
I’ve presented the evidence: the “conspiracy theorists” or “populists” such as myself or 
Davie and the rest of the Rockefellers and their internationalist friends at the UN-dead, 
Columbia University, University of Chicago, Harvard excuse me HAAARverd, 
Bilderberg, Trilateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, Communist Party USA 
World Council of Churches, the “Federal” “Reserve”, genocidal/Communist in Chief 
Barak Obama, Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Soviet Russia, Nazi Germany, 
American eugenics....(and I bet you haven’t even ‘played’ the 1984 ‘game’ on the new 
age page) 
 
Sorry there’s no happy ending here.  So we’re back to the same overall theme: the god of 
David Rockefeller and friends “Lucifer the ILLUMINATED Angel of Light” or Molech 
(see Bohemian Grove on the relevant links of the Mystery Babylon, USA page) versus 
the God of George Washington, John Adams, Patrick Henry, etc.  
 



Choose wisely it’s becoming more and more apparent that the battle lines are being 
drawn as we descend “To the Mouth of Madness”. 
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